
HILBERT NULLSTELLENSATZ IN GLOBAL
COMPLEX-ANALYTIC CASE

YUM-TONG SIU

It is well known that the Hilbert Nullstellensatz holds in the alge-

braic case [3, Theorem 14, p. 164] as well as in the local complex-

analytic case [2, III.A.7]. The question arises whether it holds in the

global complex-analytic case when we have a Stein space. In this

paper this question is answered in the affirmative for most prime

ideals, whereas the answer is negative in the general case.

Thanks are due to Professor Wolfgang Rothstein who posed to the

author the question whether the Hilbert Nullstellensatz holds in the

global form in the case of polydiscs and prime ideals.

Complex spaces here are all in the sense of Grauert [l, Section l].

Suppose (X, 3C) is a complex space. By a holomorphic function on

(X, 3C) we mean an element of T(X, 3C). Suppose/ is a holomorphic

function on (X, 3C) and xEX. We say that/ vanishes at x if the germ

fx is not a unit in the local ring 3CX. f vanishes on a subset E if f van-

ishes at every point of E. Suppose M is a set of holomorphic functions

on (X, 3C). By the analytic subvariety Z of X defined by Mwe mean the

set

Z = {x\ x E X, f vanishes at x for all/ E M}.

Lemma. Suppose M is a set of holomorphic functions on (X, 3C) and Z

is the analytic subvariety of X defined by M. Suppose xEX. If f is a

holomorphic function and vanishes on Z, then there exists a natural

number k such that f* = T".?li oa(fi)x for some fiEM and a,-E3C»,

l^i^m.

Proof. There exists an open neighbourhood U of x in X and

fx, • • ■ ,fmEMsuch that
(i) U is a complex subspace of an open subset G of CN and

3C| U= (<?0/XXi aOgj)\ U for some holomorphic functions gi, • • • ,

g„ on G, where g& is the structure-sheaf of G,

(ii)   U(~\Z = {yEU\/i vanishes at y for 1 ̂ i — m}, and

(iii) the restrictions of /, /1, ■ ■ ■ , /m to  U are induced by holo-

morphic functions /, /1, • • • , Jm on G. It is readily checked that

/7nZ={zEG|/,-(z)=0, l=i = m, andgy(z)=0, l^j^n} and / van-
ishes on \JC\Z. By the Hilbert Nullstellensatz in the local complex-
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analytic case [2, III.A.7] there exist /3,Gg©*, l^i^rn, and y3Eo8x,

l^j^n, such that/*= 23T-1 &(/*)»+£"-i7y(&)s for some natural

number k. Let a,E3Cz be induced by j8,-, l:Si5i»z. Then /*

= zZT-i onlfd- q-e.d.

Theorem (Hilbert Nullstellensatz for prime ideals). Sup-

pose (A, 3C) is a Stein space and R is the ring of holomorphic functions

on (A, 3C). If P is a prime ideal in R and Y is the nonempty analytic

subvariety of X defined by P, then P is precisely the set of all holomorphic

functions on (A, 3C) which vanish on Y.

Proof. Let Q be the set of holomorphic functions on (A, 5C) which

vanish on Y. It is obvious that PCQ. To prove QEP, suppose fEQ-

Take iGF. Then by the Lemma there is a natural number k such

that /»= ^JLi«t(/t)x for some f,EP and a,-G3C*, l^i^nt. Let

9= (£r=i 3C/0:/*, i.e. g is the subsheaf of 3C defined by

g„ =  is\sE 3Cy, J/J E ( Z 3C/«) }     for y G A.

g is a coherent ideal-sheaf on (A, 3C), because g is the kernel of the

sheaf-homomorphism 4>yp, where yp: 3C—->3C is defined by ypis) —sf* for

5G3C„ and yEX and <£: 3C—►3C/XX i 3C/« is the quotient map. Obvi-
ously g» = 3Ci. Suppose 1* is the identity element of the local ring 5CX.

By Cartan's Theorem A [l, Section 2, Satz 4], lx= ^Zt-i &(&•)* f°r

some /3jG3Ci and gjETiX, g), 1 ̂ j^n. For some/, ig3)x is a unit in

the local ring 3CX. Let g = g3. Since g does not vanish on Y, gEP- Now

we have/*gGr(A, zZ7~i 3C/.0- Consider the short exact sequence

(*) 0 -* 3C 4- 3Cm -* £ 3C/,- -> 0,
»=i

where X is defined by X(0, • • • , 0, 1„, 0, • • • , 0) = (/,•), (1„ is in the

ith position) for yEX, 3C = kernel of X, and ^ is the inclusion. By

Cartan's Theorem B [l, Section 2, Satz 3], iP(A, 3C) = 0. From

the cohomology sequence of (*) we conclude that T(A, 3Cm)

—>r(A, XX! 5Cf,) is surjective. There exist ytER, l^i — m, such

that fkg=zZT~i7iU fgEP. Since gEP and P is prime, /GP.
<2CP. q.e.d.

Corollary 1. Y is irreducible.

Proof. Suppose F=FiUF2, F,- is subvariety of X and Y^Y,

i=l, 2. Let Pi be the ideal of all holomorphic functions on (A, 3C)

which vanish on Yit i= 1, 2. Then P = PiDP2. By applying Cartan's
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Theorem A [l, Section 2, Satz 4], we see that P^P„ i= 1, 2. P is not

prime and we get a contradiction, q.e.d.

Corollary 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of

all irreducible subvarieties of a Stein space and the set of all prime ideals

of the ring of holomorphic functions defining nonempty subvarieties.

Counterexample. We give a counterexample here to show that the

Hilbert Nullstellensatz does not hold in the general case. Suppose

X = C. For every natural number n let /„ be a holomorphic function

on C whose zeros form precisely the set {m\ m is a natural integer S^w

or m = 0}. Let I be the ideal in the ring of holomorphic functions on

C generated by {fn\n a natural number}. Let/=z. The subvariety

Z of C defined by / is {0}. / vanishes on Z, but no power of/ belongs

to I.
Remark. It is clear from the Hilbert Nullstellensatz for prime

ideals that the Hilbert Nullstellensatz holds for an ideal in the ring of

holomorphic functions on a Stein space defining a nonempty sub-

variety if and only if the radical of the ideal is an intersection of prime

ideals.

Added in Proof. The theorem is false if Fis empty as the following

example shows. Let X = C. Let F be an ultrafilter in X containing

{m | m is a natural number = n} for every natural number n. Let P be

the set of entire functions whose zero-sets are members of F. This

example grew out of a conversation with Professor T. Nagano and the

author wishes to express his thanks.
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